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An electron impact cross section set for CHF 3
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Trifluoromethane, CHF3, is used for plasma etching of silicon compounds for microelectronics
fabrication, and so there is interest in developing computer models for plasmas sustained in CHF3.
Recent measurements of electron swarm parameters, and electron impact dissociation and ionization
cross sections, have provided a sufficient basis to develop a working electron impact cross section
set for CHF3. Such a cross section set is reported here. We found that increased energy losses from
dissociative electronic excitation processes were required to reproduce experimental ionization
coefficients. The cross sections for attachment are small with there being some uncertainty in their
magnitude at low energies. The cross sections were used in a plasma equipment model for an
inductively coupled plasma reactor and compared to discharges sustained in C2F6. For otherwise
identical operating conditions, plasmas sustained in CHF3 had higher electron and lower negative
ion densities. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!02119-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Trifluoromethane, CHF3, is a gas extensively used in th
microelectronics industry for etching of silico
compounds.1–3 As a result, there is great interest in develo
ing reaction mechanisms for gas mixtures containing CH3

for use in computer models of plasma processing react
Recent reviews and assessments of fundamental data4,5 and
recent measurements of electron swarm data in CHF3

6 and
Ar/CHF3 mixtures7 have provided sufficient background th
a working electron impact cross section set for CHF3 for
modeling can be constructed. Morgan has recently discu
compilation of such a cross section set based on swarm m
surements andab initio calculations.8 In this article, the de-
velopment of a cross section set will be discussed and
derived values will be presented. The cross section set
used in a model of a plasma etching reactor and results
plasma densities will be presented.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHF3 CROSS SECTION
SET

The current literature on electron impact interactio
with CHF3 is discussed in detail in Refs. 4, 5, and 7. T
highlights from those works, which are of particular intere
here, are as follows:~1! There is uncertainty in the magn
tude of the cross sections for specific branchings of neu
dissociation.~2! There is a factor of 2 disagreement in tot
ionization cross section between all measurements and
culations.~3! attachment for electric field/gas number de
sity (E/N),50 Td (1 Td510217V cm2) is weak, with some
question as to whether measured attachment rates at lowE/N
may be a result of impurities.~4! There are relative cros
sections available for attachment producingF2 which indi-
cate a resonance near 10 eV.~5! Measurements for tota
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scattering are available.~6! Calculated momentum transfe
cross sections are available for a limited range of energi

As a starting point, the neutral dissociation and par
ionization cross sections of Gotoet al. were used without
modification.9 The cross sections were linearly extrapolat
to zero at threshold from the lowest energy cross sec
available. Dissociative attachment was included using
shape of theF2 yield as a function of energy measured b
Scheunemannet al.10 As a first estimate for the momentum
transfer cross section, the total scattering cross section
ommended by Christophorou and Olthoff5 was used at ener
gies below 10 eV, mated to calculations of momentum tra
fer above 10 eV by Natalenseet al.11 Vibrational excitation
cross sections were introduced using as threshold ene
the values given by Hertzberg for fundamental modes 1–12

Cross sections for nearly degenerate modes were comb
yielding three vibrational electron-impact cross sections w
thresholds:v14, 0.37 eV;v25, 0.18 eV, andv36, 0.13 eV.

These cross sections were used as input to a solutio
Boltzmann’s equation for the electron energy distribution
ing a two-term spherical harmonic expansion.13 The resulting
distributions were then used to compute electron drift vel
ity and net ionization coefficient@a05a2h wherea is the
ionization coefficient~cm22! and h the attachment coeffi-
cient ~cm22!# as a function ofE/N. Comparisons were mad
to the experimental swarm measurements of Urquijoet al.6

Initial trials produced positive values ofa0 many times
that of the experiment with the transition from negative
positive a0 at a lowerE/N than observed experimentally
Additional inelastic or attachment losses were required
bring computed values ofa0 in line with experiment. The
magnitudes of the inelastic vibrational cross sections w
constrained by the magnitude of the total scattering cr
section, and so it was deemed inappropriate to increase
values sufficiently to decreasea0 . The magnitude of the
attachment cross section is likely to be only on the order
10219cm24 and is constrained by the small values of expe
mentally measuredh at low E/N. Therefore, an additiona
electronic nonionizing inelastic energy loss was requir

l:

l:
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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This loss was accomplished by increasing the magnitud
the neutral dissociation cross sections since their values
the most uncertain and those reported by Goto are likely
small.5,14,15 The neutral dissociation cross sections we
scaled by values up to 20. Although the appropriate mag
tude of a0 could be obtained, the slope ofa0 versusE/N
could not be matched to swarm data without introduc
additional energy loss near threshold. The cross section
the 11.0 eV threshold process (e1CHF3→CF31H1e) was
therefore enhanced near threshold. The magnitude of
resonant peak in attachment at 10 eV, the scaling factor
the neutral dissociation cross sections and the magnitud
the enhancement were adjusted so that computed value
a0 matched the experimental zero crossing ofa0 at '65 Td
and the magnitude and slope ofa0 at higherE/N. The slope
of the momentum transfer cross section and the magnitud
the vibrational cross sections were adjusted to match d
velocities. The low energy foot to the attachment cross s
tion was also increased to provide thermal attachment r
of 3 – 4310214cm3 s21.7 The cross section for dissociatio
into CF was arbitrarily partitioned into two equal branchin
yielding CF1H1F2 and CF1H12F, an assumption which
has no effect on the computed swarm parameters.

III. CROSS SECTIONS, SWARM DATA, AND PLASMA
PARAMETERS

The resulting cross sections and comparisons of c
puted swarm data to experiments are shown in Figs. 1
Representative electron energy distributions are shown
Fig. 4. Complete tabular data of the cross sections can
obtained by request from the author or can be downloa
from the author’s website ~http://uigelz.ece.uiuc.edu
data.html!. The momentum transfer cross section decrea
nearly monotonically with energy with a small enhancem
near 1 eV in the vicinity of the vibrational cross section
The nearly flat portion at 2–7 eV was required to lower t
drift velocity in the 10s of Td regime while the cross sectio
from 10–30 eV were constrained by the values from cal
lations from Natalanseet al.11 The neutral dissociation cros
sections were scaled by a factor of 5 from those reported
Goto et al.9 The resulting values are commensurate w
measurements by Motlagh and Moore.15 The enhanced neu
tral dissociation cross section has a sharply rising lead
edge. The calculated swarm parameters are sensitive to
leading edge, however they are not sensitive to the shap
the cross section at energies.20 eV.

In general the agreement of calculated swarm parame
with experimental data is good. The greatest uncertainties
in the drift velocity in the 20–40 Td range and in the attac
ment coefficient (a0,0) in the 40–60 Td range. Large
negative values ofa0('25310219cm2) are computed than
indicated experimentally. To eliminate these negative val
of a0 would require that the cross section for attachmen
the 10 eV resonant peak be significantly below 10219cm2. In
the absence of this electron attachment, it is difficult to
produce the zero crossing ina0 . Increasing the foot in the
attachment cross section produces too much attachme
low E/N at electron energies below 1.8 eV where attachm
rates are small if they exist at all.
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Representative electron energy distributions~EEDs! are
shown in Fig. 4 for swarms in pure CHF3. The EEDs for
E/N,60 Td are shaped by inelastic energy loss through v
brational excitation. At lowerE/N, this loss is dominated by

FIG. 1. Derived electron impact cross sections for CHF3. ~a! Momentum
transfer,~b! vibrational excitation, and~c! attachment.
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v3,6. At the higherE/N, contributions fromv2,5 begin to
become important. AtE/N580 Td, energy loss from the en
hanced 11.0 eV neutral dissociation process accounts
about 3% of the energy loss, and the lowest threshold
ization process~15.2 eV! accounts for about 0.1%. Thes
fractions increase to 15% and 1% at 100 Td and are res
sible for the cutoff of the EED. The electron temperatu
(Te52/3̂ «&), shown in Fig. 3~a!, increases rapidly form 0.1
to 2–3 eV for E/N,100 Td. At E/N.100 Td, the larger
rates of power loss to dissociation and ionization results
the electron temperature saturating in the 4–5 eV range

Using this cross section set, simulations were perform
of a low pressure inductively coupled plasma reactor of
type used for plasma etching. The model used is the Hy
Plasma Equipment Model, described in detail in Ref. 16
schematic of the reactor is in Ref. 17. The operating con
tions are 10 mTorr, 300 sccm, and power deposition of 20
650 W, values that were chosen to minimize the fractio
dissociation. The reactor volume averaged electron
negative ion densities as a function of power for CHF3 and
C2F6 at the same conditions are shown in Fig. 5. In bo
cases, the reactor averaged electron densities scale n
linearly with power and are 1 – 531010cm23. The electron

FIG. 2. Derived electron impact cross sections for CHF3. ~a! Neutral disso-
ciation and~b! ionization and electronic excitation. The neutral dissociat
cross sections from Goto~Ref. 9! were increased by a factor of 5, and
threshold enhancement was added. The ionization cross sections from
were used without change.
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energy loss processes for the two molecules are comme
rate and so for a given power deposition, the electron de
ties will be approximately the same, although the elect
density for CHF3 is systematically generally larger than fo

FIG. 4. Representative electron energy distributions for swarms in CHF3 for
E/N of 5–200 Td.

oto

FIG. 3. Electron swarm data for CHF3. ~a! Drift velocity and electron tem-
perature and~b! net ionization coefficient. Agreement of calculated swa
parameters with experiment is generally good, with some overestimatio
the drift velocity in the 20–40 Td range.
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C2F6. The attachment cross sections for C2F6, though not
large, are larger than for CHF3. This results in a higher rate
of attachment and a larger negative ion density for C2F6

compared to CHF3. These trends agree with measureme
of electron density and negative ion density by Hebner
Miller18 in inductively coupled plasmas for similar cond
tions.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A working cross section set for CHF3 has been presente
and favorably compared to swarm data. Uncertainties
measurements of attachment rates at lowE/N have resulted
in some uncertainty in the derived attachment cross sec
An enhanced dissociation cross section near threshold
used to match the slope of the ionization coefficient
swarm data. Using these cross sections in a plasma eq
ment model, we found that negative ion densities are ge
ally higher in C2F6 compared to CHF3.

FIG. 5. Reactor averaged electron and negative ion densities for induct
coupled plasmas at 10 mTorr in CHF3 and C2F6.
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